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1. Introduction 

Let Vm be a C∞ m-dimensional Riemannian manifold imbedded in a C∞ n

dimensional Riemannian manifold Mη , where m <n. The imbedding being denoted 

by 

f:Vm
- • M ”. 

Let B be the mapping induced by f i. e. ,B=df 
df: T(V)-• T(M). 

Let T(V, M) be the set of all vectors tangent to the submanifold f(V) , it is weIl 

Imown that 

B: T(V)-• T(V, M) 

is an isomorphism. The set of all vectors normal to f(V) forms a vector bundle 

over f(V) which we shall denote by N(V , M). We call N(V, M) the normal 

bundle of V m
• The vector bundle induced by f from N(V , M) is denoted by N(V). 

We denote by C: N(V)-• N(V , M) the natural isomorphism and by 파(V) the 

space of all C∞ tensor fields of type (r, s) associated with N(V) 1). Thus S!' g (V) 

=쇄(V) is the space of all C∞ functions defined on V m while an element of 펴(V) 
is a C∞ vector field normal to Vm and an element of S!"~(V) is a C

OO 
vector field 

tangential to Vm
• 

Take vector fields 호 and Y defined along f(V). Let X and Y be the local 

extensions of X and T respectively, then [X, f] is a vector field tangentiaI to 

M" and its restriction [X, Yl /f(V) to f(V) is determined independent1y of th~ 

choice of these 1ocal extensions x and f. Therefore we an define [X, r] by 

(1. 1) [X , Yl = [X, Yl / f(V) 

Since B is an isomorphism 

(1. 2) [BX, BYl =B [X, Yl 

1) \Ve denote by 9'/(V) the 
T(V). 

space of alI C∞ tensor fields of type (r. s) associated with 
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holds for all X E 26(V) and Y E 2"6(V). 

Let 강 be the Riemannian metric tensor of Mn
• We define g and g* on Vm and 

N(V) respectively as follows 

(1. 2) g(X1 ， X2)=강(BXl， BX2)f 

and 
g*(N1, N2)=G(CN1,CN2) 

for all X l' X2E26(V) and N 1, N 2E 깨(V). 

It can be verified that g is a Riemannian metric tensor in V m which is called the 
induced metric tensor in Vm and g* is a tensor ficld defining an inner product in 
N(V). The tensor g* is called the induced metric of N(V). 

Kt f be the Riemannian connexion determined by 강 m M”, then f induces a 
connexion V in f(V) defined by 

(1. 4) VxY=(Vxÿ)/!(V) , 

where 호 and Y are arbitrary C∞ vector fields defined along f(V) and tangential 
to f(V). Thus taking aCCOllnt of (1. 1) we have 

(1.5) VXY - V1"호= [""X, y] 

Let us suppose in the present paper that M n is a C∞ Ø( 4, 2) structure manifold 

with structure tensor @ of type (1. 1)용1. Let L and M be the complementary 
distributions corresponding to the projection operators 1 and 찌 respectively, where 

- ___ .~ """"1 

(1. 6) 1 = -rþ"', m=I +rþ‘ 

and 1 denotes the identity operator. These operators satisfy the following 
relations 

(1. 7) øl=때= -%3, g@=磁=ø3+q5
&2Z=-I2=-f, @2쩌=껴@2=α 

Such a manifold Mn always admits a Riemannian metric say 강 which satisfies 
the following relation 

강(q53호• q53ÿ)=G(q52호，q5T) 

for any two vector Hems f , f. 

2. Invariant subrnanifold in a Ø( 4, 2) structure rnanifold 

Let Vm be a COO m-dimensional manifold imbedded as a submanifold in a C∞ 
%-dimensional Ø( 4, 2) structure manifold M n with (1, 1) structure tensor ø. V m is 

‘ 1 The (1, 1) type tensor field 1> satisfies 1>4+ 1>2=0, [1]. 
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defined to be an invariant submanifold of Mn , if the tangent space TpC!Cv)) of 
fCV) is invariant by the linear mapping ø at each point p of fCV). 

Throughout this paper we assume Vm to be an invariant submanifold of M n, so 
that for X ε 획CV) we have 

C2. 1) rþBX = B rþx 

where rþ is a (1, 1) tensor field in Vm
• 

I￡t us denote by jf and N the Nijenf111is tensors in Mη and Vm determined by 
the (1, 1) tensor fields rþ and rþ respectively. 

THEOREM 2. 1. 

C2.2) 

The Nz"jenhuis tensor N aχ:d N are related as 
ÑCBX, BY)=BNCX, Y) 

PROOF. 찌Te have 

ÑCBX, BY) = (ØBX , ØBYl -ø [BX, ØBYl -ø [ØBX, BYl +ø2 [BX, BYl 

= [BrþX, BrþYl -ø [BX, BrþYl -ø [Brþx, BY)+삶 [BX , BYl 

=B [rþx, rþYl -ØB [X, rþYl -ØB [rþx, Yl +Ø2B [X, Yl 

=BNCX, Y). 

Particular cases. Let us consider the folIowing two cases for any invariant 

submanifold V’η in a rþC 4, 2) structure manifold M". 

Case 1. The distribution M is never tangential to fCV) i. e. , no vector field of 
the type 껴효 where 호 is a vector field tangential to fCV) is tangential to fCV). 

Later it will be proved that in this case V
1n 

is necessarily even dimensional. 

Case 2. The distribution m is always tangential to f(V). 

First of alI we will consider case 1. 

The distribution m is never tangential to the invariant submanifo1d f(V) , 

implies any vector field of the type 써X is independent of any vector field of the 

form BX, X ε 획CV). Applying rþ to C2.1) we get 

(2.3) 삶BX=Brþ2x 
We now show that the vector fields of type BX, X ε .2" ~CV) are in the distribu

tion Z, which is equivalent to showing that iiíCBX) =0. Suppose 

In view of C1. 6) we have 

iiíCBX) ~ o. 

iiíCBX)= (I +Ø2)BX 
= BX+Brþ2X 

=BCX+rþ2X ) 
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This relation shows that 쩌(BX) is tangential to f(V) which contradicts the 

hypothesis hence 
껴(BX)=O 

Hence, using (1.7) in (2.3) we get 

Bq}X=-BX 

which in view of B being an isomorphism yields 

(2.4) kx=-x 
ConsequentIy the (1, 1) tensor field rþ in V

m, is an almost complex structure. 

called induced almost complex structure on the invariant submanifold Vm
• 

Next, we define a tensor fie1d E(caned the Haantjes tensor) of type (1, 2) m 
M ” as foIlows 

(2.5) H(X, Y) =π(X.Y)-Ñ(쩌X， Y) -Ñ(X, iñY)+Ñ(iñX, iñY) 

for any two vector fields X and Y ε 획(M). 

THEOREM 2.2. The (1, 2) tensor 껴;eld H defined in M n sa#sfies 

(2.6) H(BX, BY)=Ñ(BX, BY)=BN(X, Y) 

for all X , Y ε gkV). 

PROOF. Since any vector field tangential to f(V) is not contained in the 

distribution M, we have for any Xε 져(V) 
iñ(BX) =0 

which in view of (2.5) and (2.2) yields 

H(BX, BY) =BN(X, Y). 

Combining the above results we can state: 

THEOREM 2. 3. An inν'ariant subηzanzfold V m z.mbedded in a rþ( 4, 2) strμcture 

manzfold sμck that the dz·st7Z·b%tt0% M z·S %euer ta%ge%tz·al to f(V] z·s a% aIηzost 

complex man찌ld zvith z'ndμced almost complex structμre rþ. Consequently the 

dz.ηzension of V m is eν'en. If in the rþ( 4, 2) structμγ'e manzfold H aantjes tensor 

m쩌'shes then the inν'ariant sμbmanzfold z's coηzplex. 

Case 2. The distribution M is always tangentiaI 

f(V) implies for each X ε 2'~(V) 
(2.7) 껴(BX) = BmX. 

Again we define a (1, 1) tensor field in Vm by 

(2.8) 1= -rj/. 

to the invariant submanifold 
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Thus 

IX=-q}X 

for aIl X ε ~~(v). Applying B on both sidés we get 

RX=-B￠2X 
=_rþ2BX 

(2.9} BIX=ÎBX 

THEOREM 2.4. (1, 1) tensor fz'elds 1 and m z'n V m d，양:ned by (2.7) and (2.9) 

satz"sfy the follow z"ng relatz"ons 

(2. 10) 1十m=I， lm=??ZI=o, I2=l, %2=%· 

PROOF. Since 

Î+갱=1 

Operating on a vector of the type BX, X E ~~(v)， we 양t 
IBX+ñíBX=BX 

which in view of (2.9) and (2.7) is equivalent to 

BIX十BmX=BX

Since B is an isomorphism the above equation yields 

IX+mX=X. 

That is 

1+ηz=I 

Next since 

Îñí=껴1=0 

operating 1쩌 and 상1 on BX, X E 2' 6(V) and using (2.7) and (2.9) we get 

(2.11) BlmX=O and BmIX=O 

which impIies 
‘ 

or 

Again we have 

and 

Operating l2, 쩌:2 on BX we get 

‘ 

lmX=O=mIX 

lm=α η11=0 

-, -
l ‘ =1 

~ι ~ m-=m 

- ’ -I ‘ BX=IBX 

BI2X= BlX 
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;,and 

Hence 

and 

which yields 
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Bm2X= B??gX. 

12X =IX 

m2X=mX 

l2=l and %2=m. 

The relation (2.10.\ shows that 1 and m are complementary projection operators 

in Vm given by 

1= -rj}, m=I +rjJ 

we have by virtue of (2. 1) 

BrjJ4X= ?}BX 

=-때x 
=-BrjJ‘ X 

w hich yields 

rjJ4+ rjJ2=O. 

Hence rjJ acts as an rjJ( 4, 2) structure on V
m 

called the induced rjJ( 4, 2) structure on 
ηz :v 

THEOREM 2. 5. We have 

(2.12) H(BX, BY) =BH(X, Y) 

PROOF. In view of (2.2) we get 

H(BX , BY) = BN(X, Y) -BN(mX, Y) -.BN(X, ηzY)+BN(mX， mY) 

=BH(X,Y) 

Hence the result follows. 

In the light of above results we can state: 

THEOREM 2. 6. An z"nva1’iant [u l:Jmanzfold Vm imbedded in an rjJ(4, 2) structμγe 

ηzan찌ld M n in sμch a way that the distribution M is always tangential to f(V) ~ 

is an rjJ(4, 2) strχcture man찌ld ωtlz induced strμcture rjJ. If the Haantjes tens01’ 

νanz"shes in M lt then z"t vanishes z"n Vm also. 

It is well known [5] that the necessary and sufficient condition for L to be 

integrable is 

(2.13) 

Next we have 

mN(rjJX ,rjJY)+ rjJmN(rjJX , Y)+ rjJmN(X,ØY) =O. 
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iñÑ(ØBX. ØBY) +ø껴Ñ(ØBX. BY)+Ø쩌퍼(BX.ØBY) 
= B [mN(rþX. rþY) +rþmN(rþX. Y) 十￠ηzN(X. rþY)]. 
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THEOREM 2.7. 1/ the dz'stη·bzztz·0% z z·s z-，ztegγable Z1z M ’, the:κ the distribu tz"oJZ L 

;Z"S ùztegrable z'n V m. 

PROOF. It follows from (2. 13) and (2. 14). 

It is well known [5] that the necessary and sufficient condition for M to be 

integrable is 
2 ....... ",. ........... , ,2 ...... /, .... ,......... .3 ........ _... ........... .3 

(2.15) rþ‘ N(X. Y) -rþ<-N(rþX. rþY) -rþ" N(rþX. Y)-κN(X. rþY)=O. 

THEOREM 2.8. l/ the dz'stribμtz·ox M ts z·%teg7able z·% Mη then the distributz'on 

M is integrable zOn V m• 

We have PROOF. 

(2. 16) a2π(BX， BY) -&2π(ìfiBX. ØBY)-?}Ñ(ìþBX, BY)_ 'ìþ3N (BX. 'ìþBY) 

=B [rþ2N (X, Y) _rþ2N (rþX. rþY) -rþ3N(rþX, Y)_rþ3N (X. rþY). 

From this the result follows. 

3. lnvariant submanifold of rþ( 4, - 2) structure manifold 

Let M n be an n dimensional differentiable manifold of cIass C∞ and let there be 

'given a tensor field 'ìþ(~O) of type (1, 1) and of cIass C
OO 

such that 
""14 ......2 (3.1) ~ .. -ø~=O. 

Let l' and 써， be the projection operators defined as 

(3.2) l' =ø2, 쩌'=I-t 
where 1 is the identity operator. 

Let L' and M' be the complementary distributions corresponding to the projection 

,operators given by (3.2). These operators satisfy the following relations: 

(3.3) Øl'= 'ìþ3=1댄， 'ìþ:껴/=쩌''ìþ='ìþ_'ìþ3 
&2I’ ='ìþ2=1', ~갱r=껴''ìþ2=O. 

Throughout this section let us assume M n to be arþ(4, -2) structure manifold. 

Let V’11 be a C
OO m dimensional manifold imbedded as a submanifold in a C∞ n

dimensional manifold M n
• V m is defined to be an invariant submanifold of M" 

if the tangent space T pC/(V)) of /(V) is invariant by the linear mapping ø at 

each point p of /(V). 

Let us assume Vm to be an invariant submanifold of Mη’ 

we have 

(3.4) 'ìþBX=BØX 

so that X E Sf"; (V) 
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where ø is (1, 1) tensor field in Vm
• 

Let us denote π and N the Nijenhuis tensors in M n and Vm determined by 따 

and ø respectively. 

(3.5) 

It can be easily verified that 

Ñ(BX, BY)=BN(X, Y). 

Particular cases. Let us consider the following two cases for any invariant 

submanifold Vm in a Ø( 4, - 2) structure manifold M
n
• 

Case 1. The distribution M' is never tangential to f(V) i. e. , no vector field of 
the type 쩌’X where X is a vector field tangential to f(V) is tangential to f(V). 

Case 2. The distribution jr is a1ways tangentia1 to f(V). 

Let us take case 1. The distribution M' is never tangential to the invariant 

submanifold f(V) implies any vector field of the type 껴/호 is independent of any 

vector field of the form BX, X ε g'.~(V). Applying ø to (3.4) we get 

(3.6) Ø2
BX=BØ

2
X 

We now show that the vector fields of type BX, X E .썩(V) are in the distri-

bution L’ which is equivalent to showing that 

”’, (BX) =0. 

Suppose 

In view of (3.2) we have 
m'(BX) =;i:. O. 

iñ'(BX)=(]-삶) (BX) 

= BX-BØ2X 

=B(X-Ø2X) 

This relation shows that 껴'(BX) is tangential to f(V) whkh contradicts the 
hypothesis. Hence 

Using (3.3) in (3.6) we get 

Since B is an isomorphism, hence 

(3. 7) 

k%’ (BX)=O. 

BØ
2
X=BX 

ø2
X=X 

Consequently the (1, 1) tensor field ø in Vm, is an almost product structure, called 

induced almost product structure on the invariant submanifold V m
• 

Let us define a (1, 2) type tensor field H (known as Haantjes tensor) in M ’i as 

‘ 
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follows 

(3.8) H(X. Y)븐또Ñ(X.Y)-Ñ(iñ갱. Y)-N(X. iñ'. Y)+Ñ(iñ’X.iñ'Y) 

for any two vector fields X. Y ε 획(M). 

It can be easily verified that 

(3.9) H(BX. BY) = BN(X. Y). 

In the Iight of the results obtained above. we can state: 

THEOREM 3. 1. An z"nvariant submanzfold V ’n i11lbedded in a rþ(4. -2) structure-

11lanifold sκclz that the distribχtz·ox b/ z·S %eue7 ta%geyztz·al to f(V) z·s eqxz·pped zuZtk 

al11l0st product structure. lf iχ the rþ( 4. - 2) structμre . mamfold H aantjes tensor 

vanishes then in the z"nvariant submanψ<old Nzjenhμis tensor νanishes. 

Case 2. The distribution M/ is always tangential to the invariant submanifoId 

fη implies for each X ε g kV). 

(3.10) iñτBX)=Bηz'X 

Let us define a (1, 1) tensor field in V
m 

by 

(3.11) l' =rþZ 

Thus 

l'z=rþZx 

for all X ε 걷(V). Applying B on both sides we 뿔t 

(3.12) Bl'X = BrþZX 

=?}BX 
=IBX 

THEOREM 3.2. The (1.1) tensor 껴깅ds l' and m' z.n V m de/z'ned by (3. !O) anå 

(3. 12) satz"sfy the follow쩌'g rel atz"ons 

(3.13) l'+m'=I. l'm'=m'l'=O. 1’2=1’, %/2=??f. 

PROOF. It follows the pattern of the proof of theorem (2.4). 

The relation (3. 13) shows that l' and m’ are complementary projection 

operators in V m given by 

(3. 14) 

We have by virtue of (3.1) 

l' =rþZ, m’ =1 _rþ2. 

B(p4X=?}BX 

=삶BX 
= Brþ2X 
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which yields 

(3.15) 
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rj}-rj}=O. 

Hence rþ acts as an rþ( 4, - 2) structure on V m caIled the induced rþ( 4, - 2) structure 
1On Vm. 

In this case we can easily verify that 

(3. 16) H(BX, BY) =BH(X, Y) 

THEOREM 3.3. An inνarz‘aJZ! submamfold V m imbedded z'n αn rþ(4, -2) 

.strμcture ηzan찌ld M" in sltch a UJay that the distribu tz"on M i’s always tαηgeηtz'al 

/0 I(V) is an rþC 4, - 2) structμre manzfold. ωith indμced strμctμre rþ. 11 the 

H aantjes tensor vanishes 쩌 M", then it vanislzes in V m 
also. 

It is weII known [5] that the necessary and sufficient condition for L' to be 

integrable is 

C3.17) ηz' N(rþX, rþY) +rþm' N(rþX, Y) +rþηιN(X， rþY)=O. 

THEOREM 3.4. 11 the distribu tz"on L is integrable in M ’, then the distribu tz'on 

L is int에-;rable in V’?t. 

We have PROOF. 

(3. 18) rñ'Ñ("(þBX， ØBY)+"(þ찌’ÑC"(þBX， BY)+"(þ껴'Ñ(BX， "(þBY) 
= B [m' NCrþX , rþY) +rþm' N(rþX, Y) +rþm' N(X, rþY) 

The result follows from (3. 17) and C3. 18). 

It is also known that the necessary and sufficient condition for jJf' to be 

integrable is 

(3. 19) rþ2N (X, Y)+rþ2N (rþX, rþY)+rþ3N (rþX, Y) +rþ3N (X, rþY)=O 3 

Hence we can state: 

THEOREM 3.5. 11 the dist서butz"on M is z'ntegrable in Mn then the disfribμ#on 

M is integrable in V
m

• 

PROOF. It foIlows the pattern of the proof of theorem (2.8). 
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